
How Self-Judgement Leads to Projection 

 The choice to judge oneself begins as an early infant strategy to “make it better.” 
It is based on our basic urge to physically survive and bring love present. 
 As the young mind becomes flooded with aspects of self that are judged as threats 
to survival and being loved, it seeks to suppress these aspects.  These character traits, 
these natural tendencies, natural preferences for ways of being that are unacceptable to 
the big people are now “bad,” and dangerous to be seen as having or doing. 
 The infant or young child can suppress these parts of self in several ways.  One is 
to tighten or constrict connective tissue, visceral organs, and later, muscles, so as to not 
feel the impulses and urges.  These instructions become habitual, permanent and lost 
from awareness.  The original traits themselves remain hidden from ourselves as we 
mature. 
 Another way, quite easy for an infant, whose awareness is more energetic than 
physical, is to develop the habit of reducing awareness and removing its energetic 
occupation of certain parts of its body.  This accomplishes a similar reduction in feeling.   
 A young child has even more options.  Its mind can start to offer explanations as 
to why, when it tried so hard to be good and to fix it, pain and absence of love still 
persist.  This leads to anger at self, self-punishment and feelings of low self-worth.  “I 
don’t deserve any love.” 
 By age three or four, the young child has begun to separate self from other.  Now 
fear, or terror, or shame can be clearly experienced as arising from external feedback.  
More self-control is now needed in an attempt to reduce the pain coming from the words, 
actions and energetics of the ‘big people’.  Failure to do so leads to more self-judgment.  
“I haven’t figured it out yet, I need to do something else, something different,” is one 
popular conclusion.  “I need to punish myself more.  It’s what I deserve and it will make 
me remember next time,” is another one. 
 Another strategy of the young mind is to take some of the unwanted aspects of 
self and deposit them in others.  We safely distance ourselves from them, yet, in some 
way, still retain a connection with those banished parts. 
 This is equally true for those skillful or positive aspects of ourselves, as well as 
the negative ones.  They were equally dangerous to exhibit in our family system.  Now at 
least we can associate with, or idolize, or be in a relationship with those parts of ourselves 
we’ve forgotten we ever once possessed.  This process is called projection. 
  
So the cycle goes: 
1) Experience pain 
2) Ow! Hurts! Means badness/wrongness 
3) Means I’m bad/wrong.  
4) Decide on strategies to fix that 
5) Project aspects, not okay to possess, outward on to others 
6) React to those painful aspects in others when we come across them.  Ow! Hurts!   
            Or react to feelings betrayed or abandoned when we discover those positive  
            aspects we have projected on to others are not accurate.  Ow! Hurts! 



7)          As adults we seek relationships where the other person judges us, because then  
              you make me right, that means, I know what’s going on in the world, that 
means,I get to have some illusion of control.    

OR 

We seek relationships where the dynamics are familiar.  That feels safe to our child, (even 
though it wasn’t a safe situation), because we can recreate the environment in which all 
our strategies were first developed and worked successfully.  “The familiar carries the 
promise of control.” 

  


